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Create      the Look
Love Banner from the Love Banner Kit

SUPPLIES

XOXO Paper Collection  
from Anthology DIY 
     Patterned Paper 
     Die cut shapes 
     Dimensional stickers

Love Collection by Katie Pertiet  
2” Border Strips

Perfect Pink Solid Core Cardstock

Tape Runner

White Gelly Pen

Foam squares

Hole punch

Letter templates included in  
separate document

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cut six 6” x 5” pieces from XOXO Paper Collection (sample 
uses: red hearts and flowers on red for two banner pieces; 
hearts on white; heart arrows on black; pink and red stripe on 
white; hearts and flowers on black). Cut V in bottom of each 
piece (5” side) to create banner shape.

2. Print letter templates on printer paper. Lightly adhere letter 
to Perfect Pink Solid Core Cardstock pieces (make sure 
adhesive is outside the letter); cut around letter template.  
Use White Gelly Pen to outline each letter and adhere to a 
banner piece.

3. On L banner, adhere three pink gems on L. Adhere die cut 
pink heart with red glitter heart to left side of L. Attach 
dimensional white daisy with red glitter center below die  
cut heart.

4. On O banner, adhere three pink gems on top left side of 
O. Adhere die cut pink daisy to bottom center of O. Attach 
dimensional red glitter heart with scallop edge to the side  
of daisy.

5. On V banner, adhere pink swirl with conversation heart 
2” Border Strip to bottom of banner piece; cut off excess 
border strip. Adhere three pink gems to upper right portion 
of V. Adhere Love You chipboard flag to bottom of V. Attach 
dimensional cupcake with white frosting and red glitter heart 
to left of flag.

6. On E banner, adhere three pink gems to bottom right of 
E. Adhere die cut white daisy to top left side of E. Attach 
dimensional white scalloped badge below daisy.

7. On one non-letter banner, adhere Always Love 2” Border Strip 
approximately 1 /2” from left edge; cut off excess. Cut eyelet 
border from the Roses are Red 2” Border Strip; cut eyelet 
border in half. Adhere half of eyelet border to top of banner; 
cut off excess. Using foam squares, adhere die cut pink heart 
to right side of border strip and large die cut red with small 
pink heart below and to the right. Adhere one pink gem to 
each die cut heart.
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8. On second non-letter banner, adhere hearts on string 2” Border Strip approximately 1 /2” from right 
edge; cut off excess. Adhere other half of eyelet border to top of banner; cut off excess. Adhere die 
cut pink heart to left of border strip. Adhere large die cut dark red with small red heart below and 
to the left. Adhere one pink gem to die cut pink heart and two pink gems to hearts on border strip.

9. Punch holes in each banner piece approximately 1 /4” from top and side edges. Thread red twine 
through first non-letter, L, and O banner pieces. Thread pink twine through V, E, and second non-
letter banner pieces. Tie bow between O and V banner pieces with twine (note: excess twine should 
be on the non-letter banner pieces).


